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Introduction The most important consideration for a studio monitoring environment is that “the response of all channels be consistent.” The second most important consideration is that this consistent response be “good response.” We could list numerous parameters for deciding whether the response is “good,” ranging from subjective to physical, but the key point is that there be no large peaks or dips in the frequency response. In the case of two-channel, it is fairly easy to create an environment in which “the response of all channels --- i.e., L and R --- is consistent.” We simply need to ensure that the shape of the room and the placement of the speakers is symmetrical between left and right. In the case of multi-channel, on the other hand, it is often difficult to obtain a consistent playback response for all channels simply by creating a symmetrical speaker placement and room shape. Mixing of the final product must be done in a properly configured playback environment. No matter how high the grade of your equipment, it is impossible to create a final mix unless you have a good-sounding playback environment. The essential identity of a professional studio is in its good monitoring environment. The arrival of multi-channel is a good opportunity for us to reconsider the question of “what is a studio monitoring environment?”
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1. What is surround? 1-1. Stereo and surround “Multi-channel” is sometimes called “surround,” and “two-channel” is often called “stereo.” The precise terms are as follows. Correct term two-channel stereophonic Abbreviation two-channel Common term stereo Correct term Abbreviation Common term



multi-channel stereophonic multi-channel surround



“Stereo (-phonic) = spatial acoustics”



1-2. Channel configuration At present, a variety of channel assignments have been proposed for various types of media. The most popular of these are shown below.   R
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[Fig. 1] 2ch, 3-1ch, 5.1ch, 6.1ch
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1-2-1. 3-1 ch This method is based on a two-channel system (L, R), and adds a center channel (C) and surround channel (S). Although there are two surround speakers, one each at left and right, the playback is monaural. The “3” in “3-1” indicates L, C, and R, and the “–1” indicates S. Note that if “3-1” is expressed as “3.1,” this means “L, C, R” + “LFE” (discussed later).



1-2-2. 5.1 ch This method is based on the 3-1 ch system, but changes the surround to stereo (LS, RS) and adds an LFE (Low Frequency Effect) channel for low-frequency effects. The LFE channel is played back through a dedicated subwoofer designed for low-frequency playback.



1-2-3. 6.1 ch This method is based on the 5.1 ch system, and adds a new back-surround channel (BS). If two speakers are provided to play back the back-surround channel, these are sometimes called BSl and BSr, but the signal that is played back is a monaural signal where BSl = BSr. Current multi-channel systems were developed to maintain compatibility with previous systems, and have not been researched or developed in order to reproduce a 360° virtual acoustic space. This means that if you expect current multi-channel systems to deliver full virtual acoustic playback capability, you will be at your wits end. The key to multi-channel production is how to make effective use of the newly-obtained channels to create a product with the maximum “entertainment value.”



1-3. Key points for multi-channel monitoring In our consideration of multi-channel monitoring, it is important to understand the following three key points.



Multichannel formats



Bass management



Playback environment



[Fig. 2] Three keys of multichannel monitoring In addition to the above three points, this document will discuss the construction of a monitor system, and the measurements and adjustments that are necessary in order to create a multi-channel playback environment.
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2. Multi-channel formats At present, multi-channel playback is supported by numerous types of consumer media, of which DVD is one. The playback method for each type of media is defined by the following organizations or manufacturers. Organization specifying the playback method Dolby, DTS, SDDS



Media Film



Storage method used



(Note)



Media standards organization



Dolby, DTS, SDDS
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Tutorial 2 : Basic multichannel configuration and ... - AcousModules 

Now add a "Device Mapping" for that sound card, which will make the link between your project and the card, you can name it "Bus 8 channels" (since this ...
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Tutorial 4 : Basic Multichannel Configuration inside ... - AcousModules 

Sep 11, 2006 - (Before running Tracktion, you are supposed to have put the ... Repeat the same operation for the third track and the outputs 5-6. ... You can easily record the movements of the sound by pressing the Automation Record button while play
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â€œBefore going into the battle nobody knows who they are...Someone might think of him- self as a coward and be brave â€“ and the other way round.â€� The vocal ...
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Write a single number from 1 to 9 in each cell such that each number appears exactly once in every row and bolded box. Unlike a standard sudoku, the rows.
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den's more amiable poets. This short text is from a Christmas Cantata of his: The Holy .... in St. Louis. In 2001, the then 86-year-old original composer Martin, still ...
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Music: E. Kolmanovsky; Lyrics: E. Vashenkin. 7. Minuti tishiny â€¢ Moments of Silence ..... Pel pro russkie beriozy,. Pro kari ochi,. Pro dom svoi otchii. Pel f puti ...
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exactly once in every row, column, and bolded 3x3 box. KabrÃ²Ã¡ci ... Put the six given blocks over the left grid's 2x3 boxes without rotation. The black fields will ...
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Sohn Laios. NIKITA KOSHKIN: Toccata. SEAN HICKEY: Tango Grotesco. RENÉ EESPERE: Tactus Spiritus ..... Estonian composer and professor René Ees- pere (b. 1953) has composed works that are strongly spiritual in nature. ... für Musik Trossingen. The wor
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the French Revolution. e convoluted plot ends as the title hero and his beloved. Maddalena, a deposed woman of the ar- istocracy, face the guillotine together. e.
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HYBRID MULTICHANNEL 

morceaux conformes à des règles pure- ment techniques n'est pas un véritable ... taine mesure la matrice de (presque) toutes ses œuvres symphoniques, qui ...
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Timothy K. Adams, Jr. Principal. John Soroka. Associate Principal. Percussion ... Kathleen Caballero, cello. Joseph Campagna, bass. Alexander Hanna, bass.
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HYBRID MULTICHANNEL 

in a musical metropolis in which many of his countrymen had found a new home; such as Igor Stravinsky for example, or the great ballet impresario Diaghilev.
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Herbert von Karajan (1950-1960) and Wolfgang Sawallisch (1960-. 1970) who formed the tone quality of the orchestra. Following them, the position was filled ...
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roles in Die verkaufte Braut, La bo- hÃ¨me, Der ... Gergiev, Carlo Maria Giulini, Hartmut. Haenchen ..... Eliot Gardiner, Valery Gergiev, Carlo. Maria Giulini ...
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Faust, Daniel Hope, Antje Weithaas, Tabea. Zimmermann, Sharon Kam and Lars Vogt. The young pianist Martin Helmchen has already been awarded two of the.
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5CHAMPIONSHIP. PHILADELPHIA. SUDOKU. NAME: TEAM: Puzzle 1. 100m. Classic Sudoku. Puzzle 3. Shot Put. 0-9 Sudoku. Puzzle 5. 400m. Classic Sudoku.
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In 1955, the artist Wassily. Kandinsky jotted .... Television, captivating audiences through- out Britain. ... telecast on Hong Kong satellite TV network and CCTV.
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encompasses a dazzling technical power and provocative emotional range ... Gramophone magazine listed the first RNO CD (1991) as the best recording of ...
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1821/22, he made his mark with no less than 32 compositional proposals for solutions, whose respective differ- ences must be assessed as distinctive.
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on tour to India, the Middle East, Japan and the United States. www.storionitrio.com .... la Symphonie Inachevée. Il trouva également un son qui lui était propre.
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by Gustav Mahler, did not in fact take place until after Bruckner had died; to be sure, in an abbreviated and revised version. Numerous adaptations also crept into .... with the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra. (where he holds the Otto Klemperer. Guest
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Balance engineer: Jean-Marie Geijsen. Recording engineer: Daan van Aalst. Editing: Roger de Schot .... must have recognized Brahms' pro- gressiveness in the ...
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considered an enigma to this day. For they have the ability to .... Op. 111 is, to quote Thomas Mann, an â€œEnde ... tor of the Musical Days at Forest Hill, a festival of ...
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sian musical folklore and influenced by this, he wrote Rusalka (1856), a musical fairy-tale in which espe- cially the comic parts were strongly influenced by folk-.
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